Scanning electron micrograph of a single metasurface unit cell with dimensions. The gold layer is 60 nm thick and the overall size of the metasurface array is 100 μm × 100 μm. The electric field direction E of incident electromagnetic waves is indicated. 
Controlling focal length
Here we present a numerical example of how coherent absorption in a plasmonic metasurface also allows the focal length of optical focusing to be controlled with light, see Figure S6 . For consistency, we consider the same zone plate A as in the main manuscript (row 1 of panel a). Zone plate B (row 2 of panel a) partially overlaps with zone plate A such that coherent interaction of both patterns alters the central zone radius as well as the width and total number of rings that contribute to focusing (rows 3 and 4 of panel a), resulting in focal spots at different distances for different optical phase differences φ (rows 3 and 4 of panels b and c). The zone radii of zone plate B were chosen by varying the radii of the design of zone plate A aiming to create two distinct focal points corresponding to constructive (φ=0) and destructive (φ=π) interference of the transmitted and reflected lens patterns. Zone plates A and B create similar focal spots around the initial design focal distance of z=15 μm (rows 1 and 2). Their coherent interaction on the metasurface results in a focal spot at z=15 μm for φ=0 and at z=10.3 μm for φ=π. This translation of the focal distance by Δf=4.7 µm corresponds to a 31% reduction of the original focal distance f. We note that, in this example, the focal spot at z=10.3 μm when φ=π has 96 nm wider focal diameter, 1.4 µm longer focal depth and about 5% intensity compared to the focal spot created at z=15 μm when φ=0. The difference in focal intensities could be compensated by modulating the laser intensity or avoided by designing both zone patterns specifically for dynamic control of the focal length. 
